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**C⁴ Automotive Field Trip**

C⁴ extends a huge thank you to **Chevrolet of Columbus, Eldon’s Auto Repair Specialists, Columbus City Garage,** and **SGS** for allowing C⁴ Automotive students to tour their facilities. Each location shared the need for workers in their field and students’ eyes were opened to a wide range of specialty areas within the automotive industry.
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Welding students have been focused on open root welds. At right, CNHS’s **Layton Croslow** (11) grinds down and preps his plate for the next weld.
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Precision Machining student **Cathrine Millwood** (CEHS, 12) was busy this week finishing up her aluminum dice on the CNC mill.
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Photo credit to C⁴ Welding Ambassador Martin Cox (CEHS senior)
This fall HOSA set a goal of collecting more than 100 boxes of new LEGO sets. The results are in and HOSA students collected **120** sets of LEGOS valued at $15 or more that will be going to children at Riley Children’s Hospital. They also collected 73 smaller LEGO sets that are being delivered to the Afghan Refugee children at Camp Atterbury. 72 students came to sort the over 200 pounds of the used LEGO collected. Having met the goal of 100 sets collected, HOSA received a complimentary show from chalk artist and founder of Give Your Bricks, Ben Glenn (below, left).

Cosmetology students recently completed foam head projects. They were tasked with presenting a creative display using theatrical make-up in a winter theme.
A few samples of East C⁴ Christmas Door Decor
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